
Garda Emerald Glazed Gisela Vase

A tall, characterful piece that will elevate the aesthetic of any space. Handcrafted with meticulous attention to detail, this vase showcases a subtly distressed ceramic glaze, adding a touch of rustic charm to its overall design.

Characterful, subtly distressed ceramic glaze

Handcrafted



Description

Introducing the Garda Emerald Glazed Gisela Vase, a characterful piece that will elevate the aesthetic of any space. Handcrafted with meticulous attention to detail,
this tall vase showcases a subtly distressed ceramic glaze, adding a touch of rustic charm to its overall design. The striking crackle-glazed emerald colourway is sure to
captivate the eyes and leave a lasting impression. Its deep, rich tones bring a sense of elegance and uniqueness, making it a standout piece in any interior. The
handcrafted nature of this vase ensures that no two pieces are alike, giving it an exclusive touch that cannot be replicated. This makes it a truly one-of-a-kind item that
will enhance the atmosphere of any room. Not only does the Garda Emerald Glazed Eve Vase serve as a stunning decorative piece, but it also offers functionality. Its
slim neck provides a neat opening for showcasing a small selection of your favorite long stemmed florals or even simply standing alone as a statement object. Whether
you're adding a touch of sophistication to your living room, creating a focal point in your entryway, or looking for the perfect centerpiece for your dining table, the
Garda Emerald Glazed Gisela Vase is the ideal choice. With its characterful, subtly distressed ceramic glaze, handcrafted details, and striking emerald colorway, this
vase is a true symbol of style and craftsmanship.

Specification

Length:  17cm

Height:  57cm

Width:  17cm

Weight:  3.20kg

CBM:  0.1300  

Barcode:  5050140176283

Colour:  Green

Material:  Ceramic

Inner Qty:  1

Outer Qty:  4

Code: 21762

Dimensions: 17L x 17W x 57H
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Striking emerald colourway


